Twin reversed arterial perfusion syndrome: a rare but critical event of twin pregnancy
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ABSTRACT
Twin-Reversed Arterial Perfusion (TRAP) sequence is also known as acardiac twin gestation or chorioangiopagus parasiticus, it is a rare and unique complication of monozygotic monochorionic twin pregnancies. 35 year old 8 gravida four alive issues and one spontaneous abortion. Patient came with complaint of pain in abdomen since 8 hours. She was having an ultrasonography report of twin pregnancy of 28 weeks gestation with one fetus alive and normal while other fetus was anomalous fetus FHS of first fetus was localised while FHS of other fetus was not localised. Twin-Reversed Arterial Perfusion (TRAP) sequence is a rare complication of monochorionic multiple gestation. Accurate antenatal diagnosis is essential to improve the prognosis of this rare entity.
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INTRODUCTION
Multiple pregnancy accounts for 1.5% of all pregnancies, complicated by congenital malformations twice as often as singletons. TRAP sequence is also known as acardiac twin gestation or chorioangiopagus parasiticus, it is a rare and unique complication of monozygotic monochorionic twin pregnancies. This condition occurs in 1 in 35000 pregnancies and in 0.3% of all monozygotic twin gestations.1,2 The risk of recurrence was estimated 1:10000.3,4 TRAP sequence is characterised by a structurally normal pump twin perfusing an anomalous recipient twin via an artery to artery anastomosis in a reverse direction. The anomalous fetus is either acardiac or has severely anomalous cardiac structure.

CASE REPORT
We here by present a case of 35 year old G8 P6+1, four alive issues and one spontaneous abortion. Patient came with complaint of pain in abdomen since 8 hours. She was having an ultrasonography report of twin pregnancy of 28 weeks gestation with one fetus alive and normal while other fetus was anomalous fetus FHS of first fetus was localised while FHS of other fetus was not localised. Twin-Reversed Arterial Perfusion (TRAP) sequence is a rare complication of monochorionic multiple gestation. Accurate antenatal diagnosis is essential to improve the prognosis of this rare entity.
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DISCUSSION

TRAP sequence is a rare complication of monochorionic multiple pregnancy. It is classified according to the degree of cephalic or truncal maldevelopment. The first type is acardiac-acephalus, where no cephalic structures present. The second is acardius-anecephalus where some cranial structure and or neural tissue is present. The third is acardius-acormus with cephalic structure but no truncal structures present. The fourth type is acardius-amorphous with no distinguishable cephalic or truncal structure. 5

The pathogenesis of TRAP is controversial, with two main pathogenetic hypothesis proposed 2

1. Deep placental anastomoses in early embryogenesis cause malformation of the acardiac twin. The early pressure flow in one twin exceeds that of the other and leads to reversed circulation in the twin who exhibits perfusion.

2. A primary defect in embryogenesis in one twin leads to failure of cardiac development. The normal twin then perfuses the acardiac twin via artery-artery anastomoses. However, the anastomoses are not responsible for the cardiac anomaly.

This abnormal circulation may result in early tissue hypoxia with resultant disruption of development of the cardiovascular system and a cascade of disruption of organ development in the recipient twin. Because the blood first perfuse the lower segment of the anomalous twin, the lower limbs and genitalia receive comparatively more oxygen than the upper segment of the body. 5, 6

The mortality of the cardiac twin is 100%, and the perinatal mortality of the pump twin is reported to be around 50%. The poor outcome of the pump twin is primarily due to congestive heart failure, cord entanglement or prematurity. 5 The mortality rate of the pump twin appears to correlate with the size of the acardiac twin. A larger, more developed acardiac twin (with multiple internal organs such as kidney) is associated with a significant increase in the perinatal mortality of the pump twin. 6

Other poor prognostic indicators are polyhydramnios and preterm delivery (before 32 weeks’ gestation). The prominent features of the recipient twin are: total or partial absence of cranial vault, holoprosencephaly, absent facial structures, anophthalmia, microphthalmia, cleft lip, cleft palate, absent or rudimentary limbs, diaphragmatic defects, absent lungs and heart, esophageal atresia, ventral wall defects, ascites, absent liver and gall bladder, edema of the skin and single umbilical artery.

The twin reversed-arterial perfusion sequence carries a poor prognosis with a mortality rate of approximately 50%. The prognosis is directly related to the weight of the recipient twin and the pump twin. Higher the weight of the recipient twin the more likely is the development of cardiac insufficiency in the pump twin. The weight of the cardiac twin cannot be calculated from the values of the circumference, abdominal circumference and femur length using the standard formulae. Instead, the weight (in grams) of the acardiac twin is calculated using the formula: (1.2 × longest length 2) − (1.7 × longest length).

Tan and Sepulveda recommended that intra-fetal ablation is the treatment of choice for TRAP sequence because it is simpler and more effective in prolonging pregnancy than cord occlusion. 10 On the other hand, Hecher et al. found that fetoscopic laser coagulation of placental anastomosis or the umbilical cord of the acardiac twin was successful in 82% by laser alone and in a further 15% by laser coagulation in combination with bipolar forceps. The success rate is better in the early second trimester and less successful in the third trimester because the umbilical cord is more edematous with higher content of Wharton’s jelly. 11

CONCLUSION

Twin-Reversed Arterial Perfusion (TRAP) sequence is a rare complication of monochorionic multiple gestation. Accurate antenatal diagnosis is essential to improve the prognosis of this rare entity. Though many patients can benefit from conservative treatment, minimally invasive treatment modalities for the vascular anastomosis improve the outcome of the pump twin.
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